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more advantageous via Stephen Mitchell's illuminating commentary, the subsequent quantity of
the vintage handbook at The Second Book of the Tao the paintings of residing the main
generally translated e-book in international literature after the Bible, Lao-tzu's Tao Te Ching, or
e-book of the Way, is the vintage guide at the paintings of living. Following the exceptional luck
of his personal model of the Tao Te Ching, well known student and translator Stephen Mitchell
has composed the cutting edge the second one booklet of the Tao. Drawn from the paintings of
Lao-tzu's disciple Chuang-tzu and Confucius's grandson Tzussu, the second one publication of
the Tao deals Western readers a course into truth that has not anything to do The Second Book
of the Tao with Taoism or Buddhism or previous or new alone, yet every thing to do with The
Second Book of the Tao truth. Mitchell has chosen the freshest, clearest teachings from those
nice scholars of the Tao and tailored them into types that show the poetry, depth, and humor of
the unique texts with an exhilarating new power. along each one adaptation, Mitchell contains
his personal commentary, right now explicating and complementing the text. This ebook is a
twenty-first-century type of historic wisdom, bringing a new, home made sequel to The Second
Book of the Tao the Tao Te Ching into the trendy world. Mitchell's renditions are radiantly lucid;
they dig out the imaginative and prescient that is hiding underneath the words; they seize the
textual content by way of the scruff of the neck?by its heart, really?and permit its crucial
meanings fall out. The publication introduces us to a solid of bright characters, such a lot of
them humble artisans or servants, who convey us what it ability to be in concord with the best
way issues are. Its knowledge offers a mental and ethical acuity as deep because the Tao Te
Ching itself. the second one ebook of the Tao is a The Second Book of the Tao present to
modern readers, granting us entry to our personal primary wisdom. Mitchell's meditations and
dicy reimagining of the unique texts are exceptional and liberating, no longer least simply
because they preserve catching us off-guard, commencing up the heavens the place ahead of
The Second Book of the Tao we observed a roof. He makes The Second Book of the Tao the
traditional teachings instantly modern, relevant, and timeless.
this is often the 1st of Mitchell's books due to the fact that The Second Book of the Tao his
interpretation of Tao Te Ching a brand new English model (1988) that i have loved as much. He
bargains a Zen tackle the writings of Lao-tzu’s disciple Chuang-tzu and Confucius’s grandson
Tzu-ssu. The writing is as attractive and transparent as water. whereas Mitchell acknowledges,
via his translations, that the Tao that may be informed isn't the everlasting Tao--that adventure
can't be transmitted via writing--he comes relatively close. i've got in basic terms hardly ever felt
so just about enlightenment whereas reading.He does not recognize it, yet The Second Book of
the Tao Mitchell is my long-distance guru. i have benefited from his Tao-related texts in addition
to from his The Gospel in line with Jesus. i have benefited from the works of Byron Katie, his
wife, with whom he co-wrote Loving what's and one thousand Names for Joy. and i have
benefited from books he recommended: Self-Realization: existence & Teachings of Sri Ramana
Maharshi and Spinoza's Ethics.Mitchell pointed me to the entrance during which i have chanced
on no matter what peace and spirituality I now have. which is not to claim that his works are
religious. they're philosophical, pragmatic, minimalist, pure, and delightful, yet now not

religious.I cannot say adequate good things approximately this book.
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